Checklist for Theatre at Darwin Private Hospital

Before the Procedure

- Complete the Darwin Private Hospital admission forms as soon as possible
- Ensure all of your scripts have been filled
- Arrange your own transport to and from the hospital
- Make payment the Wednesday before your surgery

On the Day of your Procedure

- Arrive at the time as specified by Dr Andrew Mitchell
- Do not consume solid foods after midnight
- All liquids to be ceased at 6am
- Bring your consent to surgical treatment form

After your Procedure

- Book your post-operative appointment by calling 08 8948 4333
- Ensure that Territory Medical has your correct email details so that we may send you your itemised receipt

Defence Patients

- Contact your medical centre to arrange a pre-operative consultation

Due to privacy laws once the account is finalised we are unable to assist with any private health or Medicare claims
The Forms Enclosed

Admission Forms Booklet

- To be completed if you do not wish to complete forms online.
- These forms must be completed and sent to Darwin Private Hospital as soon as possible

Instructions for Theatre at Darwin Private Hospital

- To be read through carefully
- If there is anything that you are unsure of please call 08 8948 4333 and ask for the specialist receptionist

Health Scope eAdmission Form

- Follow the link on page
- Complete as soon as possible

Andrew Mitchell Anaesthesia

- Dr Andrew Mitchell will contact you the Sunday before your procedure and ensure you are aware of your admission times and fasting instructions